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1
The Evolution of Finance
It was a perfect storm. Beginning in 2007, a cascade of extreme
events rocked the global financial system, outstripping the risks imagined by central bankers, financial professionals, and policymakers.
Within a year’s time, international stock market declines had
destroyed trillions of dollars in wealth. In the wake of the housing
meltdown and the ensuing “Great Recession,” pension systems
remain fragile and household balance sheets are a wreck.
A confusing alphabet soup of acronyms (think CDOs squared,
then cubed, and stuffed with SIVs, CMOs, CLOs, and CDSs) dominated the headlines. With their leverage levels on steroids, many
financial institutions and firms had gorged on these overly complex
products. The press was aghast to learn that some CEOs didn’t have a
grasp on the convoluted products on which their traders had placed
staggering bets.
The financial crisis of 2007–2009 brought many chickens home to
roost in global capital markets. Some $9 trillion of assets in the
United States alone had been securitized. By fall 2008, lower-grade
securities had been reworked into roughly a half-trillion dollars’
worth of long-term capital instruments (through collateralized debt
obligations) and $1.2 trillion of short-term money market instruments
(through asset-backed commercial paper and structured investment
vehicles). These were underwritten by almost $800 billion of private
mortgage insurance, issued by bond insurers that ultimately backed a
total of more than $2 trillion of debt. The whole conflict-ridden system was hedged in a murky $45 trillion credit default swap market—
a fine mess, indeed. When the underlying asset bubbles began to
implode, liquidity froze and markets cratered.1
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Fear and loathing of Wall Street is once again loose in the land,
but precious little analysis has been offered to distinguish genuine
innovation from the churning out of copycat devices designed to conceal the shakiness of the underlying assets, and far too prone to exacerbating systemic risk. The long and storied tradition of real financial
innovation—the drive to build new tools that increase clarity in valuation and promote capital formation for productive enterprises—was
co-opted during the bubble years, perverted into schemes meant to
obfuscate and create opacity in asset pricing.
The purpose of this book is to move beyond the noise and reclaim
the concept of financial innovation. Throughout history, advances in
financing have expanded opportunities and democratized societies—
and their potential is still ready to be grasped today. If the right tools
are deployed responsibly, financial innovations have the capacity to
help us shape a more sustainable and prosperous future.
Finance, at its core, is the catalyst for launching productive ventures and the most effective tool for managing economic risks. Today
that process takes place with split-second global transactions and cutting-edge software, but the essential concepts of finance are timeless
and rooted in antiquity.
To fully grasp the underpinnings of modern finance, it is useful to
note the seminal—and ever more sophisticated—innovations that
have marked its evolution, whether it was the first use of credit in
Assyria, Babylon, and Egypt more than 3,000 years ago, or the introduction of the bill of exchange in the fourteenth century.2 Many of
these advances democratized economic participation, such as when
consumer credit took hold in the 1700s. (By the early part of the
twentieth century, tallymen were hawking clothes in return for small
weekly payments.3) Home mortgages, the founding of stock markets
and exchanges, and the wider availability of farm and small-business
credit and investment followed in turn.
Financial innovation not only threw open the door to a vast
expansion of land, home, and business ownership—broadening prosperity in ways that were unimaginable in earlier centuries—but it also
eventually devised ways to value intellectual property. That ability to
transform ideas into new industries dramatically quickened the pace
of change. By the mid-1980s, Nobel laureate Merton Miller correctly
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noted, “The word revolution is entirely appropriate for describing the
changes in financial institutions and instruments that have occurred
in the past 20 years.”4
Multiple studies have documented the positive and profound
effects of consumer and business finance on economic growth. Any
country that forgoes the building of deep, broad financial institutions
and markets is also likely to forgo growth. Cross-country comparisons
show that nations with higher levels of market development experience faster aggregate growth and smaller income gaps with the
wealthiest nations. Recent empirical estimates suggest that if emerging nations doubled bank credit to the private sector as a percent of
gross domestic product (GDP), they could increase annual GDP
growth by almost 3%. Doubling the trading volume in their securities
markets would increase GDP growth by 2%.5
At its best, finance can be used to balance the interests of producers, consumers, owners, managers, employees, investors, and creditors. At the risk of stating the obvious, these disparate actors on the
economic stage often fail to get along, for a whole host of reasons.
When they don’t, economic value is destroyed, business plans are laid
to waste, new technologies and ideas wither on the vine, and scarcity—
the ultimate bane that economics seeks to overcome—prevails.
The purpose of finance, carried out with technology and sometimes a dash of art, is to create a capital structure that aligns the cooperating and sometimes conflicting interests within an
enterprise—whether private, public, government, or nonprofit—
toward a common objective. Finance mediates among these interests,
addressing the frictions and risks inherent in transactions.
It is through the design and construction of a capital structure
that a public or private enterprise finances its assets and leverages
them into a greater flow of productivity, innovation, and enterprise.
Capital structure is the way a firm, household, enterprise, or project
(even those involving partnerships of public and private actors) allocates its liabilities through debt, equity, and hybrid instruments.
These operating and investment decisions affect the value of any
good or service that is produced.
The cash flow through an enterprise is as vital to its survival as
oxygen. It must be distributed based on various claims from creditors,
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owners, employees, and so forth. Capital structure allocates shares of
that cash flow pie and seeks to grow it. Finance seeks to optimize the
sustainability of cash flow, creating positive feedback loops among all
the relevant players. Financial frameworks can serve as both carrot
and stick, creating incentive structures that maintain an enterprise
and enable it to grow.
As Bradford Cornell and Alan Shapiro have demonstrated, financial innovations and business policies can increase the value of an
individual firm through the complex web of contracts that binds
investors, management, employees, customers, suppliers, and distributors. Strengthening relations with noninvestor stakeholders through
management and employee incentives, increasing the confidence of
suppliers and customers, and linking public and private interests can
increase the value of an enterprise.6
Innovation can also be used to resolve information asymmetries—
that is, the situation in which some market participants have information that others do not, thereby making markets inefficient and costly
to all. Information asymmetries are a core challenge in finance,
increasing the risk of unknowns and uncertainties in any transaction,
especially those concerning interest rates. Finance assigns costs to the
risks of undisclosed information that might eventually emerge. In
bridging these gaps between parties, their claims on the cash flows
from any enterprise can be assigned, priced, packaged into a financial
product, and exchanged.
Finance is more than simply a method of allocating capital. When
harnessed correctly, it has the capacity to drive social, economic, and
environmental change, transforming ideas into new technologies,
industries, and jobs.
Overcoming the remaining gaps in capital access and sound market structure represents the challenge and opportunity of our age. We
can understand and resolve an array of urgent global problems—
financial crises, environmental degradation, world hunger, postconflict reconstruction, housing, and disease—if we carefully analyze
them through the lens of finance.
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The Language of Finance
Finance emerged as a social construct from the way people gave
voice to their day-to-day economic interests, defined them, and
sought to measure and manage them in real markets. In many cases,
the words they devised live on in common usage today, underlining
the fact that, despite its sophisticated high-tech profile, the fundamental role of finance remains much the same as it ever was.
One way to understand finance at its most elemental level is to
walk through an example of how a social unit becomes sustainable, a
process Figure 1.1 illustrates. Imagine any basic unit of social organization: a family, a household, a community, a business, a nonprofit, or
a project. Common to all is the necessity of enterprise—that is,
undertaking activities that will define, build, and strengthen the unit
as it seeks to transform and survive from one set of circumstances to
another, whether it be a growing season, a market cycle, a time of life,
or a natural disaster. Finance provides the means to bridge uncertain
circumstances, such as the costs of discovery, retirement, illness, new
technologies, family additions, or a future college education. Innovations that can lower the cost of these objectives are the subject of
financial history.
BOND

Community

EQUITY

Figure 1.1

Security

Money

Management

TRUST

The social construction of capital

Common to all social units is the need to form a community of
interests that can be managed and financed. All households have a
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division of labor and tasks, management of resources, and a need to
sustain itself with cash flow. The same is true for any social enterprise—a company, church, state, railroad, or war. Since Adam Smith’s
Theory of Moral Sentiments appeared in 1759, those attempting to
understand finance have dealt with the human interactions that
underpin economic outcomes.
For a community, household, family, or enterprise to balance
competing and conflicting claims, it must establish trust to sustain
and continue transactions to build toward any common objective. As
a moral sentiment and social link, trust embodies and secures a claim.
We can trace the genesis of trust as a legal concept to late in the
Roman Empire. It was through trusts that ownership and management of property first became possible beyond those lands granted,
restricted, or seized by a monarch. In medieval England, when
knights set off to do battle or join the Crusades, they entrusted their
rights to land and property to the church or bishop, who managed
them in their absence. From these arrangements sprouted sophisticated legal measures to preserve family estates and keep them out of
the hands of the king. England’s trust laws became key instruments of
finance, contributing moral, legal, and, ultimately, financial underpinnings that democratized markets.
The point of social interaction, in which monetary resources are
allocated to pay for community needs (homes, machinery and equipment, and infrastructure), requires some bond that will hold together
and steward the economic resources necessary for the community or
enterprise’s survival. We can trace references to bonds as covenants
that obligate as far back as the early fourteenth century. As codified
under English law in the sixteenth century, a bond came to be understood as a deed that binds someone to pay a certain sum of money;
the Oxford English Dictionary (OED) cites its early use in 1592 as “a
contract whereby any man confesseth himselfe by his writing orderly
made, sealed, and delivered to owe anything unto him with whom he
contracteth.” “Go with me to a notary,” says Shakespeare’s Merchant
of Venice, “seal me there your single bond.”
Already by the seventeenth century, bonds had become synonymous with debentures (notes backed by credit). Companies and governments issued them to finance everything from building
infrastructure to waging war.
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When capital resources are deployed to fund an enterprise’s ongoing operations, ownership equity is created. In accounting terms,
equity is what remains as the interest in assets after all liabilities or
other claims are paid. The underlying premise of equity in this sense
implies evenhanded dealing. Colloquially and quite literally, it became
something you could count on—a piece of the action, some skin in the
game. By the nineteenth century, the notion of equity encompassed a
recognizable right or claim, such as a wife’s equity to a suitable provision to maintain herself and her children, or the right to redeem an
equity claim from a trust for a home or property. Finally, as stock markets became more ubiquitous, equity came to be understood as the
stock (or residue) of a company’s assets after creditors were paid. The
building of equity in a home, business, or any aspect of productive
society is the underlying factor driving real growth; this process
embodies the value created by social collaboration in a household,
company, or industry.
If all these values can be realized through social constructs and
codified in binding legal arrangements, security is the ultimate
result. When social relationships reinforce bonds, create trust, and
build equity in the household, enterprise, or community, the result is
greater overall security.
According to the OED, the first appearance of the term security
suggesting property deposited or value derived as a legal obligation to
secure fulfillment of a financial claim turns up in the sixteenth-century register of the Scottish Privy Council. Shakespeare’s Henry IV
expressed the vagaries of valuation: “He said sir, you should procure
him better Assurance ... he would not take his Bond and yours, he lik’d
not the security.” By the seventeenth century, land registries mention
securities held by creditors as guarantees for right of payment, as well
as stocks, shares, or other form of investment guaranteed by security
documents. When this system of exchange functions smoothly, the
byproduct is the nonfinancial sense of security—that condition of
being protected and safe or enjoying freedom from doubt and want.
This brief tour through the pages of the dictionary reflects not
only the origins of the words we use in finance: It also illuminates the
foundational concepts that inspired early markets and enabled them
to work—concepts that are very much alive and at work today.
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What Is Financial Innovation?
Financial innovation is the creation of new financial instruments,
technologies, institutions, and markets. As in other technologies,
innovation in finance includes research and development functions as
well as the demonstration, diffusion, and adoption of these new products or services.7
In finance, particularly, innovation involves adapting and improvising on existing products and concepts. Advances emerge initially as
either products (such as derivatives, high-yield corporate bonds, and
mortgage-backed securities) or processes (such as pricing mechanisms, trading platforms, and means and methods for distributing
securities). By moving funds or enabling investors to pool funds,
these tools increase liquidity to facilitate the sale and purchase of
goods or the management of risks in markets and enterprises.
Exchange-traded derivatives, credit derivatives, equity swaps,
weather derivatives, new insurance contracts, and new investmentmanagement products such as exchange-traded funds can all be classified as innovations. But the field also encompasses developments
that make the allocation of capital more efficient and operational
methods that reduce transaction costs, whether in primary markets
where equity and debt originate or in the secondary market where
those products are traded.
The process of financial innovation, as Nobel laureate Robert
Merton has explained, is similar to high-speed rail technology: The
velocity the train can achieve depends on the state of the roadbed and
the physical infrastructure along which the train travels.8 Similarly,
White House National Economic Committee Chairman Larry Summers observed, “Global capital markets pose the same kinds of problems that jet planes do. They are faster, more comfortable, and they
get you where you are going better. But the crashes are much more
spectacular.”9 In finance, we have rapidly developed the ability to
absorb and process information about risk management, to create
products and services that seize on new technologies, to restructure
companies and industries, and to build completely new markets. But
the regulatory and market infrastructure to monitor the trading and
pricing of risk has not always kept pace with the lightning-fast speed
of information transmission, product trading, and pricing that
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streams through today’s market. From that point emerges many problems we will explore in the process of innovation.
Our discussion of financial innovations focuses on the following:
• New products and services (such as bank deposits, warrants,
futures, options, high-yield securities, venture capital, and
securitization)
• New processes and operations (such as net present value,
Black–Scholes estimation, and asset pricing)
• New organizational forms (such as types of banks, exchanges,
special-purpose vehicles, limited liability corporations, private
equity, and leveraged buyout firms)
Innovations have given rise to new financial intermediaries (such
as venture capitalists and private equity firms), new types of instruments (collateralized loan obligations and credit derivatives, for
example), and new services or techniques (such as e-trading). At
their best, these creations can overcome a variety of risks in a global
economy.
The traditional function of finance is to transfer money from
areas of surplus to areas with a demand and need for it. Financial
innovation accomplishes this, becoming the central input for virtually
all productive activity. Better finance encourages more saving and
investment while improving productivity and investment decisions.
Finance is simply an intermediary that catalyzes other aspects of
capital inputs to production. Its multiplying power derives from
financial technologies that mobilize all the dimensions of capital: real
capital (inputs of natural resources, land, buildings, machinery and
equipment, cash, and the like), human capital (knowledge, intellect,
skills, talents, and all qualities of human resources), and social capital
(the social networks of people, institutions, and traditions).
Each section of this book addresses common questions about the
means, methods, and processes of financial innovation:
• What triggers financial innovation, and why?
• What challenge is the innovation trying to address?
• Which form (product, service, organizational form) does a
financial innovation take?
• What changes are created in the market as a result?
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Invariably, some historical shift that generates an increased
demand for capital sparks financial innovation. Some structural break
occurs, requiring new vehicles that can move the markets forward.
Centuries ago, population growth and increased trade provided
those triggers as the need arose for a system that would enable merchants to store commodities for future use. In the ancient societies of
Mesopotamia, Egypt, and Rome, new advances emerged to finance
the future production of precious goods such as olive oil, wine, and
date sugar. In eighteenth-century Japan, warehouse owners sold
receipts against stored rice, which eventually became a commercial
currency that could be traded, standardized, and exchanged more
broadly as future contracts. By the nineteenth century, this kind of
trading in wheat, corn, and livestock was formalized as commodities
markets were established in the United States and Europe. Tracing
these developments reveals the historical dynamics at work in the
evolution of finance.

The First Financial Innovations:
From Capital to Credit
Before there could be access to capital, which would be used to
create wealth, someone had to come up with the idea of capital as a
factor of production. In ancient times, goods were traded through
barter or, in rare cases, paid for with bars of gold, silver, bronze, copper, or other metals. In these cases, buyers and sellers had to confirm
the weight and quality of the metal, a practice that existed in
Mesopotamia and Egypt at the beginning of the first millennium B.C.
Access to capital in these ancient societies was limited to rulers,
priests, craftsmen, and merchants. The first three groups were
admired (and feared), but the merchants were considered a disreputable lot (after all, they didn’t actually create anything—they just
moved goods from point A to point B). The vast majority of people
were peasants who tilled plots of land owned by the monarchs in Egypt
and Mesopotamia. Wealth to them meant land, not metal bars. The
thought of ever accumulating wealth was beyond their imagining. They
caught glimpses of wealth in temples and palaces, and nowhere else.
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However, a would-be merchant knew he could turn a profit by
taking goods from areas where they were cheap to areas where they
were expensive. He might have started out as a pottery maker, a fabricator of armor, a weaver of cloth, or a breeder of cattle, and then, by
selling his products, emerge with those bars of metal and, later, the
coins. For the most part, he had to rely upon his own capital. He
might be able to obtain credit, but interest rates were sky-high
because of the scarcity of capital and the risks associated with ventures. During the first half of the first millennium B.C., interest rates
in Mesopotamia, Egypt, and southern Europe were rarely less than
30%. Transaction costs were oppressive, so simply moving up to the
status of merchant was a major accomplishment.
The arrival of coinage, which was introduced in Lydia in Asia
Minor sometime around 650 B.C., began to simplify and standardize
transactions. The issuer guaranteed the weight and purity of the
coins—but even so, they were eyed with a fair degree of suspicion,
since shady types engaged in counterfeiting and shaving coins. The
Athenians had an elaborate system of coinage, though they did not
use the paper money, credit, securities, or joint-stock companies seen
in Mesopotamia.
In Athens and other Greek cities, money changers eventually
came on the scene to make small loans and act as middlemen. These
“trapezites” would borrow then loan these borrowed funds to others
who were willing to pay higher rates. Trapezites were not exactly
bankers, but rather loan brokers. Merchants borrowed money from
these individuals to purchase goods in distant lands, using their reputations and the cargos as security. They could also sell a contract to
deliver the cargo at a specified price, receiving payment in advance.
When the merchant returned with his cargo, he would sell it in the
marketplace. If the price was higher than that of the futures contract, he would pocket the difference. If not, he would have to make
up the loss.
The next great change came courtesy of Alexander the Great,
who took control of Macedonia in northern Greece at the age of 20.
In 334 B.C., he crossed into Asia with 40,000 troops and swept
through Persia, seizing the vast wealth he found there. As a result of
the Persian victories alone, he captured 180,000 talents of gold and
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silver (the modern-day equivalent of approximately $500 million). He
immediately poured a good deal of this money into construction projects, especially temple reconstruction and road building. Irrigation
canals were dredged, and sailing fleets were built. But perhaps most
important, a great store of capital that previously had been unproductive entered the monetary stream, promoting further trade and
industry (call it the ancient world’s version of a stimulus package).
This had the initial effect of lowering interest rates, which further
sparked economic activity. Business loans at 6% became fairly common, although loans to cities were somewhat higher (presumably
because the lender wielded more muscle over private citizens than
municipalities). This was the economic underpinning inherited by
Rome, the first great universal empire, one in which the merchant
and the banker were honored and achieved power.10
The moral of this story? When transaction costs are lowered and
capital can be obtained more easily, economic activity quickens and
prosperity widens. Without these elements, economies languish and
the standard of living declines.11

Financial Innovations
in the Age of Discovery
The Spanish, Portuguese, and French voyages of exploration
were sponsored by ambitious rulers and financed through taxes, plunder, mining, and loans. The expeditions were purely commercial in
nature, with hoped-for profits fueling expectations.
England, Europe’s relatively poor cousin during this period, was
ruled by monarchs whose taxation powers were limited by the Magna
Carta and common law. The nobles, some of whom were wealthy,
were not interested in such crass matters as commerce. England did
have a large and growing merchant class, with a centuries-old interest
in commerce and a willingness to invest in ventures. But if England’s
monarchs were to enter the colonial race on a large scale, they would
have to find some other means of obtaining capital.
One method was outright theft. Queen Elizabeth unleashed the
“sea dogs,” who robbed Spanish vessels laden with wealth from South
and Central America. The other strategy was an alliance of monarch
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and merchant in joint stock companies that received charters in the
New World.
The Crown chartered several trading companies in the sixteenth
century. They were open to all who had money to purchase shares in
one venture or another. At first, they sponsored single voyages or enterprises and were dissolved on completion of the mission. But as the century wore on, they became permanent. The first of these, the Muscovy
Company, held a monopoly on trade with Russia for hundreds of years.
Decades later, the Levant Company was founded to trade with Turkey,
and the Barbary Company was created to trade with North Africa.12
The East India Company, destined to be the most important of all
the joint stock companies, obtained its charter in 1600. It was granted
a 15-year monopoly for English trade between the Cape of Good
Hope and the Straits of Magellan. By 1610, the company had 19 facilities and was sending shipments of spices and fabrics from the Orient to
England. The merchants pocketed handsome profits, and the Crown
taxed that wealth, ending its sole dependence on Parliament for funding. Later, joint stock companies would enter the history books by settling several of the English colonies in North America and elsewhere.
The joint stock idea continued throughout the seventeenth, eighteenth, and nineteenth centuries. Its popularity was due in large part
to the voluntary nature of the enterprises, the hopes of great profit,
and the sharing of risks.

The Rise of Financial Capitalism
New financial innovations emerged with the explosion of global
trade in the seventeenth century. When the Treaty of Westphalia
(1648) ended the bloody and protracted Thirty Years’ War, the Holy
Roman Empire broke apart into 300 sovereign political entities, creating a structural need to finance these nation-states and territories,
along with the enterprises that fueled their economies.
Amid the turmoil of the Thirty Years’ War, the Dutch managed to
establish and defend a thriving merchant fleet, financing their commercial supremacy through long-distance trade through the Baltic,
Russia, and the East and West Indies. These wealthy merchants minimized the need for cash by issuing liquid trade receipts backed by a
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unified system of payments. Amsterdam reigned as Europe’s center
of commercial credit, extending credit on the basis of bills of
exchange payable in Holland. This was the dawn of modern public
finance, with the introduction of debt instruments backed by taxes
dedicated to a specific purpose, such as erecting levees to hold back
the sea or building great sailing ships for trade. As in England, the
demand for capital gave rise to joint stock companies—and to the
world’s first organized securities markets.13
The Dutch, British, and French created alternative structures of
finance—merchant banks, money markets, and information networks
for private credit and public finance. Each nation developed new
capacities for transportation, communications, and storage, and
financial innovations were necessary to fund long-distance trade,
industry, and military expansion.
The British, however, eventually reshaped the rules of the game.
By the beginning of the eighteenth century, they were relying not just
on financial institutions alone, but on a combination of institutions and
financial markets. The British were embroiled in a succession of wars
during the eighteenth and early nineteenth centuries, and the need to
fund these campaigns led to a financial revolution. Peter Dickson has
argued that the ability of the British to fund their government debt so
effectively was an important factor that enabled them to regularly
defeat the French for more than a century, despite the fact that their
population was roughly one-third that of France.14 This sturdy British
architecture proved flexible to shocks and changes, while elsewhere in
Europe, the reliance upon financiers and credit institutions stunted
the development of financial markets. Without capital markets at
work, excessive volatility distorted the prices of assets. Capital was
priced to protect entrenched interests instead of financing new and
more efficient producers. Payment systems and monetary regimes in
much of Europe were subject to the vagaries of politics, but the
British capital markets promoted efficiency and productivity.
Rail, steel, and coal emerged as the backbones of a new industrial economy by the 1800s. The resulting economic and geographic
integration of markets created vast new demands for capital. Significant external financing was especially needed for rail systems,
which required mighty infusions of investment and labor. New
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forms of equity and debt securities appeared at this time, from the
use of common and preferred stock to various income-related debt
instruments and equipment trust certificates.
In more recent times, the dramatic expansion of public equities
and the initial public offering market after World War II led to the
ability to finance large-scale manufacturing and new mass-consumer
markets, from aviation and automobiles to entertainment. The automobile–rubber–oil industrial cluster that drove U.S. economic
growth in the twentieth century demanded huge capital investment.
The 1970s brought soaring inflation to the United States, and
against this backdrop, interest rate derivatives appeared. These
instruments (based on the right to exchange a given amount of money
at a set interest rate) now enable 80% of the world’s top companies to
control cash flow.15 By the beginning of the 1980s, businesses were
struggling with unimagined challenges in dealing with interest rate
and current exchange rate risks. Industrial manufacturers found that
exchange rate shifts could wipe out price advantages because of the
absence of hedging mechanisms. This situation could and did drive
corporate bankruptcies and sovereign debt insolvency in the developing world. The “new” asset of interest rate derivates provided the
ability to pay or receive an amount of money at a given interest rate.
That interest rate derivative market is now the largest in the world,
estimated at more than $60 trillion.
High-yield corporate bonds were also devised around this time as
an attempt to create longer-term, fixed-rate financing for growth companies and even emerging industries that could not get financing elsewhere. These new bonds were especially useful to companies that had
been shocked by the interest rate spikes of bank lending in the 1970s
or stymied by banks’ reluctance to lend to the high-potential businesses of the future based on their prospective cash flows instead of
their existing book assets. Iconic names such as News Corporation,
Barnes & Noble, Turner Broadcasting, Time Warner, McCaw Cellular
(later AT&T Wireless), and Cablevision turned to the high-yield market to finance growth.
Mortgage-backed securities also emerged in the 1970s as the
demand for housing spiked, far outstripping the ability of government agencies to provide sufficient liquidity for home lending. Yes,
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overcomplexity and leverage were layered onto the backs of these
instruments during the bubble years, but mortgage-backed securities
worked smoothly for decades. Securitization contributed in a monumental way to the development of the mortgage market by tapping
into a broader base for funding and providing vital liquidity.
Market innovators have never stopped searching for new strategies that can address price instability and risk. Later chapters of this
book detail the most visionary financing concepts currently being
deployed to reboot the housing market, protect the environment, promote faster medical cures, and tackle a host of other social problems.

Landmarks in Financial Innovation
Multiple factors must be in place for new financial structures to
work, including transparency, standardization, a system of exchange,
and price discovery. These are necessary ingredients for overcoming
information asymmetries and helping all parties to price and manage
risk. Just as physical infrastructure is required for transportation and
communications, an adequate information infrastructure must be in
place for financial innovations to take hold and succeed.16

Uniform Commodity and Security Standards
Transaction costs are reduced and markets are made more reliable when uniform commodity and security standards are defined.
The ability to measure, monitor, and manage data about any security
underlies the ability to price or trade it. Standardization is key to
ensuring that accurate valuation can occur. The underlying asset must
be specified, whether it is a bushel of corn or an interest rate. Benchmarking, auditing, and information management allow transparent
transactions to take place. Standardization delineates the type of settlement (cash or physical), the number of units of the underlying
asset per contract, the currency or unit of exchange, the grade (type
of commodity or grade of security), and the timing of the trade (delivery, trading date, and maturation). The process of standardization is
carried out by establishing broadly accepted principles for determining accounting values, while still allowing some degree of methodological flexibility. Competing interests must be overcome to
harmonize measurements so that accurate valuations can be made.
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Legal Instruments Providing Evidence of Ownership
Property rights constitute one of the fundamental building blocks
that make financial innovations and markets possible. Ownership
grows as cash flows from operations, trading, and commerce. The
registration and protection of property rights—whether involving a
parcel of land or intellectual property—is necessary for the mobilization of all forms of capital for productive use. The ability to establish
proprietary interests in economic activity underlies what Hernando
de Soto has appropriately called “the mystery of capital.”17 Claims that
can leverage other means of finance toward creative goals of economic activity must be established and protected. Tangible ownership stakes provide the physical means and incentives for individuals
to take transformative action.

Exchanges
Exchanges grew out of the need to provide channels for the flow
of savings to investment. The prospects of long-term capital gains for
investors emerged systematically as firms that had growing demands
for capital reinvested earnings to attract investors seeking higher
returns. The earliest exchanges grew out of the need to finance trades
and fairs through bills of exchange, drafts, notes, and instruments.
From exchanges for bills and notes, the movement toward more complex securities came swiftly as the structural needs for external
financing grew to accommodate new markets, technologies, and challenges. Exchange-traded financial innovations are standardized and
can be margined and financed.

Futures, Options, and Forward Markets
Futures are standardized contracts committing parties to buy or
sell goods at a specific quality and price for delivery at a specific point
in the future. Traders on a mercantile exchange can use them to swap
pork belly futures, or airlines can use them to hedge oil prices. They
have been at work for centuries—in fact, they surface as Aristotle
relates the story of Thales of Miletus in the sixth century B.C.18 Thales
overcame his legendary poverty by developing forecasting and estimation skills relative to weather and geography: He predicted a
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bumper crop of olives and raised money to deposit for olive presses,
which he then claimed and traded at profit.
Futures exchanges act as clearinghouses between buyers and sellers, guaranteeing their contracts. They monitor the credit of buyers
and sellers, process new information about supply and demand, and
generally provide stability in an unstable environment by ensuring
future prices and availability.
Futures are standardized and exchange-traded, while forwards
and options are customized for a counterparty and therefore not frequently traded on exchanges. (The “forward market” is a general
term used to refer to the informal market in which these contracts are
entered and exited.) Informal spot markets form when economic
actors make only limited contractual obligations to the future by
negotiating a cash price for a good, service, or commodity on the spot
at current market prices. Later, the ability to commit to forward
prices occurs.
In all cases of the evolution of these markets, standardization of
the underlying good or asset is required to measure price variability,
arrive at competitive prices, ensure that viable cash markets exist, and
determine patterns of forward contracting. Patterns of contract
design emerge that are consistent with legal and tax restrictions,
enabling trade.

Over-the-Counter (OTC) Markets
The need for customized solutions to control financial risk gave
rise to OTC markets. If a standardized exchange-based option is inadequate, a corporation can write a more tailored contract that is
designed and priced to provide greater stability. For example, a corporation needing to plan production might need to hedge a stream of
foreign currency revenue for a longer period than what is available via
an exchange-traded instrument. In a bilateral over-the-counter contract (such as a corporate bond), two parties agree on how a particular
trade or transaction is to be settled in the future. While exchangetraded instruments are standardized contracts, OTC options are tailored to particular risks. Price discovery on exchange-traded options
is important for determining prices of OTC options. Banks, investment banks, insurance companies, large corporations, and other
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parties participate in OTC markets. Forwards and swaps are prime
examples of OTC contracts; without futures, insurance and risk management for these more customized instruments can be extreme.

Did Financial Innovation Cause the Crisis?
As we discuss further in Chapter 4, “Innovations in Housing
Finance,” the housing sector has seen a considerable amount of financial innovation in recent years—and a number of commentators have
argued that this played an important role in causing the crisis.19
Although new mortgage products and the predatory practices of many
lenders in persuading people to take on mortgages they could not afford
exacerbated the impact of the meltdown, we believe they were not its
fundamental cause. There are clearly many factors that drove the crisis
and a wide divergence of opinion about their relative importance. For
example, a number of people argue that moral hazard caused by the
government safety net and the prospect of bailouts for banks and entities like Fannie Mae and Freddie Mac led to excessive risk-taking by
financial institutions. While we believe this was an important factor—
and an area in which financial innovation needs to focus in the future in
order to better align incentives—we argue that the primary problem
was a loose monetary policy that led to a massive run-up in home prices.
Carmen Reinhart and Kenneth Rogoff have also pointed to the
outsized bubble in house prices as the primary culprit.20 They tracked
real housing prices in the United States from 1891 until 2008, showing that prices remained remarkably stable until the early 2000s,
when they spiked dramatically before starting to fall precipitously in
2006. In the decade between 1996 and 2006, real housing prices in
the United States grew about 92%—three times more than the total
increase (27%) they had posted from 1891 until 1996. When this bubble burst, it first hit subprime mortgages before spilling over to the
rest of the financial system.
The United States was hardly the only place that produced a housing bubble. Spain and Ireland, to name just two examples, were also
hard hit—and, interestingly, in neither of these countries was financial
innovation a major factor. Securitized mortgages in Spain were
required to have loan-to-value ratios of 80% or less (meaning borrowers had to contribute at least 20% down payments).21 In Ireland, the
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main financial innovation introduced during the bubble years was
simply the lengthening of mortgage terms.22 Yet both of these countries have felt even more severe consequences than the United States.
In Spain, the impacts have been serious, even though the major commercial banks (such as Santander and BBVA) came through the crisis
much better than most of their international counterparts.
John Taylor has made a direct connection between lax monetary
policy and the bubble in home prices in the United States, Spain, and
Ireland.23 He considered what would have happened in the United
States if the Federal Reserve had maintained the same approach that
had prevailed since the 1980s, during the period known as the Great
Moderation. His simulations suggest that under that scenario, the housing price boom would have been much smaller. Although Spanish interest rates never approached lows like the 1% rate set by the Federal
Reserve from 2003–2004, monetary policy was nevertheless very loose,
taking into account the high rate of inflation in Spain at the time and
other economic factors. In fact, Spain had the loosest monetary policy
and the largest housing boom in the Eurozone. The story in Ireland was
similar.
The growing issuance of subprime mortgages in the United States,
particularly as home prices moved toward their peak, meant that the
bursting of the bubble caused immediate damage. Because many subprime borrowers had little to no cushion, their default rates went up
soon after home prices began to fall, sparking problems in the money
market. Given what happened in other countries with less financial
innovation, a major crisis would have occurred even without subprime
mortgages. Reinhart and Rogoff cite real estate bubbles as the causes
behind banking crises in Spain in 1977, Norway in 1987, Finland and
Sweden in 1991, Japan in 1992, and many Asian countries in 1997. In
all these cases, a collapse in housing prices caused banking crises.24
Many of the recent financial innovations in the mortgage market
were aimed at expanding homeownership to people with low incomes
and few assets—and this policy is in fact desirable in many ways. However, these new products relied heavily on the assumption that home
prices would continue to rise. As long as this was the case, an individual’s mortgage could be refinanced or the house could simply be sold to
pay off the mortgage if problems occurred. Although it seems obvious
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in retrospect that there was a bubble in housing prices, it was not so
clear at the time. Some observers, such as economist Nouriel Roubini,
did sound warnings. The Economist even ran an analysis in mid-2005
cautioning that “it looks like the biggest bubble in history.”25 But nevertheless, the Federal Reserve, the other bank regulators, and many market participants missed (or chose to ignore) the signs. The rewards to
anybody who realized the existence of the bubble and invested appropriately were staggering. For example, hedge fund manager John Paulson made $3.7 billion in 2007 by taking positions to exploit the fall in
house prices.26
There is no sugarcoating the fact that some of the complex
mortgage products developed during this period were explicitly
designed to mislead people. But making things complicated to fool
people is a practice that is hardly restricted to financial innovation.
In the markets for many products, from car rentals to mobile
phones, vendors take advantage of the unwitting. Xavier Gabaix and
David Laibson have shown how this can happen even in competitive
markets.27
This book is about the many benefits that financial innovation can
create. This is not to say that financial innovation is universally beneficial. Some “innovations,” particularly those that are complex for
complexity’s sake, with the aim of fooling consumers, are not desirable. However, these aberrations should not obscure the past accomplishments and future potential of financial innovation. They should
instead motivate the financial community to find new ways to safely
test new products, manage risk, and increase transparency.
The major lessons from the crisis can be boiled down to this:
Complexity does not equal innovation, and leverage is not a synonym
for credit. Everything new under the sun is not automatically an innovation. As noted in our discussion of the vocabulary of finance, equity
emerges from the variety of interactions that build real value in an
enterprise, be it a household, business, government, or community.
Credit, as its root, implies the reliance on the truth or reality of
something—its ability to be valued in a manner that becomes an
accounting entry, representing the balance of cash in one’s favor. True
innovation in capital markets and finance has made access to credit
and the ability to build equity more flexible and less costly.
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But in recent years, as new products became increasingly Byzantine and financial institutions became dangerously leveraged, credit
was often used for speculation, not necessarily to enhance value or productivity. A host of Rube Goldberg financial products were introduced
simply for the sake of product differentiation and marketing; many
were embedded with high leverage or disguised with intentionally
opaque structures. The recent financial crisis illustrated vividly that
excessive complexity is the enemy of transparency, ultimately hampering the market efficiency that financial systems need to operate.
With the advent of banking, insurance, securities, futures, and
other derivative markets, the strengths and imperfections of finance
have remained. As in any area, innovation in finance is dynamic, disruptive, and nonlinear. Financial growth, despite its newly broad reach and
seemingly boundless potential, is still inadequate and unequally shared.
Until the evolution of finance and the markets serving it are fully complete, the risk of crisis remains present—and that risk has even intensified over time as an intricate web of global connections has formed.
But risk management is a fundamental component of financial
innovation, and new breakthroughs will be the key to controlling the
potential for outsized global shocks. The overall objective is to reduce
the cost of capital while mitigating systemic risk—the cascading failures of businesses, financial institutions, and intermediaries that
sometimes arise when economic actors trade without possessing adequate information.28
It is crucial to look beyond the hype and hysteria that surfaced
during the most recent financial crisis. We believe that financial innovations are the cure for instability, not the cause.

Using Finance to Manage Risk
and Democratize Access to Capital
All types of enterprises involve risks, many of which are difficult
to quantify. The role of finance is to understand those risks and provide the institutional framework to resolve them and build linkages to
the capital markets.
As Robert Shiller has noted, numerous financial innovations
arose from attempts to insure risk. Coincident with the growth of
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global trade in the seventeenth century came an increased understanding of probability theory—and, with it, the creation of actuarial
tables for various risks. Initially, Shiller explains, only narrow risks
were insured, such as death, the sinking of ships, or destruction by
fire. Gradually, insurance extended to disability, floods, and accidents.
Today he sees financial innovation broadening the use of risk management, extending it to new classes of risks that limit global growth,
such as income inequality.29
Increasingly, managing complex risks within a firm requires the
integration of finance into all aspects of accounting, corporate strategy, and industrial organization. Capital structure comes to reflect
and enable those strategies. The ability to measure and monitor risk
has taken a leap forward with information technology, and major
innovations have arisen to manage newly conceptualized factors. The
underlying technologies of telecommunications and data processing
have had a transformational effect on this field.
Financial innovation and information technology intersect most
profoundly around the issues of overcoming information asymmetries and improving the ability to price risk. Lenders that faced difficulties in determining who was creditworthy or monitoring
performance after a loan or investment was made paved the way to
new advances in fundamental credit analysis and scoring geared
toward overcoming problems of adverse selection and moral hazard.
New credit and investment products that can build on valuation
methodologies derived from larger relational database management
have the capacity to overcome problems of asset pricing models.
Breakthroughs in financial IT have improved methods of assessing
market risk and the fragility or strength of portfolio mixes.
Fundamental analysis is based on an honest evaluation of the
financial conditions, management, and competitive advantages of a
business or project; this process necessarily includes scrutiny of production, distribution, earnings, interest rates, and management. The
ability to conduct such analysis underlies all valuations of firms and
projects, encompassing projections of their performance and calculation of the credit risk involved in extending them financing.
The financial instruments introduced over time are built on this
essential ability to ascribe, measure, and monitor value. Improving the
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means and methods of valuation is central to overcoming the information barriers of price discovery—a major goal of financial innovation.
The components subject to valuation can be translated into equity,
debt, and combination (hybrid) structures, running the spectrum of
external and internal financing methods available. The linkage of savings into investment is the key process at the heart of finance, and
these tools make the translation between the two possible.
The proposition inherent in financial innovation is that the
expansion of finance can improve productivity in a way that will
solve economic, social, and environmental problems, thereby leading to job creation and better standards of living. Financial innovations can align interests to achieve poverty reduction (through
microfinance and impact investing), entrepreneurial growth
(through small business financing), the mitigation of environmental
problems (through markets for emissions permits and transferable
fishing quotas), and medical cures (through new financing strategies
to support the R&D process). The objective of finance, as with economics in general, is to overcome problems of scarcity by increasing
prosperity.
The recent meltdown did not halt the evolution of financial
innovation. On the contrary, the need for fresh solutions has never
been greater. Innovations can lay the groundwork for reconstructing a more robust set of institutions and instruments, ultimately
building a new global economy based upon sustainability and wider
participation.
By examining both history and contemporary case studies, this
book explores how innovations can deliver the benefits of finance to
increasingly broader segments of the population, expanding access to
capital and opportunity.
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